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1. WHEREAS, students who are designated as physically challenged
2. or handicapped are a vital and enriching segment of the
3. student population of the University of Wyoming; and
4. WHEREAS, these students should possess the same rights and
5. privileges as every member of society; and
6. WHEREAS, the University of Wyoming campus is currently less
7. than adequately meeting the needs of the physically
8. challenged in regard to building access with a moderate
9. amount of convenience for handicapped students; and
10. WHEREAS, the Arts and Sciences and History buildings on
11. the University of Wyoming campus currently have no provision
12. for handicapped access to the non-ground level floors; and
13. WHEREAS, this lack of access infringes on the rights of the
14. physically challenged in their pursuit of an education on
15. the University of Wyoming campus;
16. THEREFORE, be it be resolved by the Student Senate of the
17. Associated Students of the University of Wyoming that ASUW
18. encourage the Administration and Trustees of the University of
19. Wyoming to address the current lack of access to the
20. the physically challenged campus-wide, and initiate efforts
21. to upgrade existing provisions for such access to enhance the
22. level of convenience for the handicapped.
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"Being enacted on 12/5/91, I do hereby sign my name
hereto and approve this Senate action."  Jennifer Martin
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